MANUFACTURING DIVISION

JOIN TODAY

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Advocate for national support for defense manufacturing
Address manufacturing workforce development issues
Support promising tech, processes, and methodologies
Evaluate advanced manufacturing processes
Convene leaders at defense manufacturing forums
Recognize individual achievement in manufacturing

WHO WE ARE
The Manufacturing Division aids industry/government/academia interaction in technological areas directly related to manufacturing research, design, development, testing, and production. The Division believes that effective cooperation among defense industry, university, government, and military representatives is vital to U.S. defense manufacturing efforts. The Division collaborates with other organizations such as Manufacturing USA, DefenseWerx, NCDMM, SME, and AMT.

STUDIES AND WHITEPAPERS
Implementing Cybersecurity in DoD Supply Chains
Cybersecurity for Advanced Manufacturing
Recovering the Domestic Aerospace & Defense Industrial Base

DIVISION COMMITTEES
Manufacturing Workforce
Supply Chain Network
Technology for Manufacturing
Military Power Sources
Reserve Battery
Defense Manufacturing Communication

CONTACT US
Dr. Kenneth Sullivan
Chair, Manufacturing Division
kenneth.sullivan@microcraft.aero

Dave Chesebrough
Vice President, Divisions
dchesebrough@NDIA.org

NDIA MEMBERS
332
IN MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY

ANNUAL MEETINGS
3

COMMITTEES
6

As of Nov 2019